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Chapter 2011: Time slowing down 

This time. 

He no longer uses time acceleration. 

It is to use the power of the Bayan Realm conventional level. 

With the help of Yingwa's ‘past’ level of time rules, the use of time slowing down and even stagnation is 

a means! 

"His Majesty Su Lang will use my time power!" 

"It's great, the old man must give up his life to help!" 

Ying Wa is also a strong man who swears to resist Tianmi Continent and Yuanmingzhou Emperor. 

How could he desperately want to kill the powerhouse of the Primordial Beginning Realm in Tianmi 

Continent at this time? 

And as a strong man who is about to join Su Lang's subordinates, he also wants to show it! 

"Everything goes against the flow, condenses!!" 

Ying Wa waved the weapon of the Great Beginning Realm in his hand, showing an extremely powerful 

time slowing force! 

With the help of the "lever" profound meaning developed by the Wu Clan, his power has reached the 

peak of the Qiyan Realm! 

Immediately after. 

He handed over the control of this force to Infinity. 

Then Su Lang, the actual controller of the Infinity, took over! 

"The power that time continues to slow down!" 

"Achieving great success is eternal stagnation, if reaching the extreme is time going backwards!!" 

"At present, this time deceleration force has reached the point where it is approaching permanent 

stagnation." 

Su Lang felt this power of time, and several thoughts flashed in his mind, and then he poured all the 

power of the Boundless into it! 

this moment! 

Almost all the powerhouses who settled in the Infinity have been emptied of energy reserves, including 

Su Lang himself! 

And that group of ‘all things counter-current’ time power has also completely entered the realm of the 

eight emperors, which is the level of permanent stagnation of time! 
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"go with!!" 

Su Lang's heart moved, and this group of power suddenly spread. 

The power of permanent stagnation in time instantly enveloped the attacks of Monk Kongchan and 

others, as well as him! 

The next moment. 

The attack methods of Kong Chan and others froze instantly, floating motionless in the air! 

The power of time contained in it is directly assimilated! 

"what!!" 

"This is the power of time stagnation!!" 

"A terrifying method that could only be used in the Bayan Realm in the early days!" 

"It's over, we're over, we can't resist it at all!!" 

"..." 

Monk Kongchan and all the powerhouses of the Primordial Beginning Realm showed horror, and 

countless fearful thoughts arose in his heart! 

however. 

They didn't even have a chance to ask for help, so they were directly frozen by time. 

Not only the expression on the face, but the body motions are motionless, and even the mind 

completely stops working! 

Those more than forty divine beasts were temporarily frozen by Su Lang's time power. 

Because they accepted the order to attack. 

They will not stop unless the controller issues a stop order or the controller dies. 

at this time. 

This continent suspended in the dead void has been completely solidified by Su Lang's time power. 

Everything stopped working! 

Kong Chan and others are completely reduced to lambs to be slaughtered! 

"The golden figure of Buddha Mi Ling can leave Tian Mi Continent." 

"Can't waste time, kill them first!" 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with killing intent, controlling the Infinity to fly to the vicinity of Monk Kongchan 

and others. 

Immediately after. 



A flash of brilliance flashed, turning into an extremely huge sword and appeared in the hands of Infinity, 

it was the Youtian Sword! 

"Cohesive and twisted power! Kill!" 

With a thought, Su Lang sprinkled a large amount of recovery pill while waving his hands, and conveyed 

the order to all the strong in the Infinity. 

"Yes!!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

At the beginning, he picked up the extra pill that was in front of him and swallowed it, and immediately 

began to gather his twisting power. 

Although the move just emptied their energy, with Su Lang's pill, they recovered very quickly! 

Moreover, Su Lang pumped the power of the sun into the Wuyin, and then distributed it to the early 

powers. 

As the Qiyan Primordial Realm, Yingwa first received energy allocation. 

Because he can condense the highest quality distortion force! 

After three breaths. 

Su Lang's sun has been drawn to dim! 

The horrible twisting power rushed out from every strong man, and Baichuan Nahai generally poured 

into the Infinity, and Su Lang took over! 

Immediately after. 

"Broken a sword——!!!" 

Su Lang raised his hand and slashed, and the Boundless also raised his hand simultaneously, swiping the 

Youtian Sword with countless twisting power, condensing a terrifying broken sword! 

Chapter 2012: Instantly kill Thirty-Nine Taichu! 

The next moment! 

An extremely penetrating sword light cut out from the Youtian Sword. 

It directly penetrated thirty-nine powerhouses of the Primordial Beginning Realm, including Monk 

Kongchan. 

Up to three Qiyan Taichu, down to Sanyan Taichu, regardless of cultivation level, all with one sword and 

two stages! 

The horror feature of Youtian Sword's'breaking defense is death' was triggered, and Monk Kongchan 

died on the spot! 
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"Ding! You get the Soul of the Primordial Beginning*1, the Primal Life Universe*1, the Fragment of the 

Primordial Body*7130000, the Primal Material...there is no God-level material...The Supreme 

Emperor*113656589. ....." 

"Ding! You get the Soul of the Beginning*1, the Universe of the Beginning Life*1, Fragments of the Body 

of the Beginning..." 

"Ding! You get..." 

Thirty-nine system prompts came, announcing the complete death of Kongchan and others. 

at the same time. 

In the distant Tianmi continent. 

The buddha Mi Ling, who had just entered the doom, opened his eyes violently, and his endless anger 

flashed away! 

The time and space around tens of millions of light-years is even more wrinkled and twisted! 

"Buddha calms down!!" 

Countless Buddhist monks knelt down in horror. 

I don't know what happened to make Mi Ling Buddha so angry! 

"Even to kill the three Qiyan disciples under my command!!" 

"It seems that you not only have the conventional power of the Eight Evolvement Realm, but at least the 

powerhouse of the Seven Evolved Realm!" 

"It's so rampant, really when I have no one in Tianmi Continent? Bailian, whirling, bliss, Ruohai!" 

With a thought of Mi Ling Buddha, the four strong men suddenly appeared behind him! 

"Buddha!" 

Two women, two men and four Buddhist monks appeared in front of Mi Ling Buddha, kneeling 

respectfully. 

These four people were dressed in white robes, their faces were handsome, and their eyes were like 

lacquer, which seemed to be full of endless profound meaning. 

These are the four most powerful disciples under Mi Ling's command. 

All are in the Jiuyan Primordial Realm, with super-defying means to look back in time! 

"go with!" 

"Look back in time and find those people." 

"Let each of them convert to me!" 

After speaking, Buddha Mi Ling closed his eyes again! 



The four powerful Buddhist masters, Bailian, Pusa, Bliss, and Ruohai, immediately disappeared from 

their place and rushed to the place where Kongchan and others died! 

Everyone has a powerful Tianzutong. 

Although they could not anchor the specific coordinates of Monk Kongchan and others. 

However, he could also go to the place closest to the place where Monk Kongchan and others died, and 

hurried over. 

With the speed that they can communicate with each other, without anchoring the coordinates, they 

can achieve a metamorphosis of hundreds of millions of light-years in one step! 

In a blink of an eye. 

The four masters of Bailian, Panda, Bliss, and Ruohai appeared in the star field close to the 30 billion 

light-years away from Infinity. 

Soon. 

They moved forward one by one, moving forward in the universe at great speed! 

It only takes ten breaths, and they can reach the place where Su Lang is! 

but. 

They are destined to not catch Su Lang! 

At this moment. 

In the place where the Boundless Space and the Floating Continent are located, Kongchan and others 

have all died, and their wealth belongs to Su Lang! 

Among them, there is an extremely junior Buddhist treasure that controls the beasts. 

After Su Lang got these things, he didn't release control for them for the time being. 

Instead, he stopped the attack and collected it into his vacant crystal wall world. 

Even that floating continent was taken into the crystal wall world by Su Lang. 

Immediately! 

"Clone dispatch!" 

"Start avatar replacement!" 

Using the system function, Su Lang returned to the Heavenly Continent again and took back his clone! ! 

next moment. 

At the beginning, the four statues of Bailian, Pusa, Bliss, and Ruohai appeared nearby. 

After three or two steps. 



The four set foot on the place where Su Lang had just stopped. 

"It's a conventional force at the Bayan level." 

"Not only that, but there is also the power of time at the'past' level in the Bayan Realm." 

"Let's go back and see who did it." 

"Well, maybe they haven't gone far, and can use the power of time to catch them back!" 

"..." 

After the four masters of the Jiuyan primordial primordial masters probed, they have already inferred 

some truth, even if they decide to look back in time! 

Chapter 2013: The Four Great Nine Evolutions Looking Back Time 

Immediately after. 

At the beginning, Bailian, Pusa, Bliss, and Ruohai were scattered and stood in the four corners of the 

battlefield. 

The four of them looked solemn, their white cassocks flying, golden Sanskrit sounds flowing around 

them, and gradually gathered together. 

"My Buddha is very kind and always mighty!" 

"The sun and the moon are like streams, and the time is like a thought!" 

"One thought of Prajna, the epiphany reappears!" 

"..." 

The witty words of Buddhism are spoken from the four people, each word is pearly, and the meaning is 

small. 

All kinds of mysterious Buddhism scattered from the four people, surging and eloquent. 

The strange time rules were gradually mobilized by the four. 

At normal time, the flow rate starts to slow down, gradually stagnates and stops. 

Immediately afterwards, it seemed as if a solid invisible barrier was broken, and time began to flow 

backward! ! 

From among the four of Bailian, Pusa, Bliss, and Ruohai, a transparent and twisted giant river suddenly 

appeared! 

The giant river grew from one point, gradually revealed more, permeating all around, and spreading 

towards the endless void around it. 

gradually. 

The entire void that had experienced the battle before was shrouded. 
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A lot of light and shadow gradually appeared, just like a movie video played backwards! 

Moreover, the light and shadow were extremely clear, as if they actually appeared in front of the four 

people including Bai Lian! 

Su Lang's huge infinite number lay across the void, fighting against the eighty-two Taichu! 

With the power of time stagnation, all Kongchan and others were controlled, and then killed with one 

sword! 

In the end, Su Lang waved his hand to take the forty-three divine beasts and the floating continent 

together, and disappeared. 

Only a small figure remained in place, but that figure disappeared instantly. 

"You can't see the face of the person who does it!" 

"However, this huge humanoid weapon is the same as the one that appeared on the edge of Tianmi 

continent before!" 

"A very basic weapon that can condense many powerful people, a terrifying killer!" 

"Increase the power of time and try if you can use the long river of time to capture it back!" 

"With our knowledge of time rules, the success rate is very high!" 

"..." 

Bai Lian and the other four Jiuyan primordial gazes flickered, and after a glance at each other, they all 

revealed their magical powers! 

"The years are like a river." 

"Everything grows in it, and is contained within!" 

"Xi Dynasty reverses, Long River returns..." 

The four people urged extremely surging energy, and the terrifying rules of time made the long river of 

time appear more clearly! 

In it, you can even see countless worlds and countless creatures tumbling, engulfed by the torrent of 

time and flowing in an unknown direction! 

In the long river of time. 

at this time. 

Under the four-person time rule. 

There was a hint of undercurrent in the long river. 

This undercurrent gradually grew stronger, began to go back against the current, and dispersed a large 

number of tributaries, spreading in all directions! 

The countercurrent of time condenses into a big web of undercurrents. 



No matter where it passes, it can't resist being trapped in retrograde. 

Its development status and position are rapidly regressing and constantly returning to the previous 

ones! 

This is not a scene of light and shadow, but the real time going upstream! 

Under this power, apart from the same time rules, no other power can be blocked. 

Including the normal primordial energy, the normal distortion of the primordial realm. 

but. 

It was obvious that Bai Lian and the other four had to maintain this terrifying time supernatural power. 

quickly. 

Everyone looked pale, their eyes were solemn, and they even took out a recovery pill to swallow. 

The countercurrent of time continues to spread around and engulf. 

In a blink of an eye, the starry sky region spanning tens of billions of light-years was covered! 

Such a vast area, its area is one hundred times the area of exile! 

There are some star fields in this starry sky region. 

These star regions are in the reverse of time, and the entire star region begins to develop in reverse. 

The survivor loses strength, ages backwards, recovers babies, embryos... 

The deceased recovered from the long river of time, and the body that rotted into dust reappeared, 

reborn after being combined with the soul! 

Even the planet is going backwards! The world consciousness is weakening! 

however! 

There is still a blank void in the middle of the four Jiuyan Taichu statues including Bai Lian! 

That huge humanoid weapon has not been pulled back by time! 

Kong Chan and others have not resurrected either! 

Chapter 2014: Surprised Jiuyan Taichu 

"how can that be!!" 

"The four of us are going against the current time together. As long as he is still within tens of billions of 

light years, he will not be able to escape the long river of time!" 

"Could it be that he escaped tens of billions of light-years in such a short period of time? This is 

impossible. How could he have such a fast speed?" 
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"Kong Chan and others have not been resurrected. It stands to reason that they are in the Qiyan realm. 

We can resurrect them just after they died!" 

"What exactly is going on?" 

"..." 

Bai Lian and the other four did not get any desired results, and looked at each other in disbelief. 

As the Jiuyan Primordial Stage, they have existed in the Infinite Universe before the Battle of the Infinite 

Realm. 

But it was the first time they encountered such a thing! 

"This force is really weird!" 

"It is estimated that it possesses some kind of unknown treasure at the beginning of the birth of the 

universe, with characteristics that are difficult to speculate, which offset the time force we mobilized!" 

"This force has a higher degree of threat than we thought!" 

"Don't let them leave, chase after!" 

"..." 

The pupils in Bai Lian's eyes shrank slightly, and a trace of jealousy and greed rose. 

What can make them greedy is the treasure from the beginning of the speculation of the universe. 

At the beginning of the universe, there was a moment when the rules and avenues were not yet 

defined, so many existences beyond the rules of the universe were born. 

These beings have very strange characteristics. 

Many can ignore the current rules of the universe and form unexpected terrorist methods. 

For the Jiuyan Taichu who was almost undesirable such as Bai Lian, it also had a very strong temptation. 

Immediately after. 

The four of them passed the power of the long river of time and collected some breath of the Infinite. 

"If you can escape tens of billions of light years, don't believe you can escape trillions of light years!" 

The four of them sneered in their hearts, and then they held the breath of the Boundless horn, and 

began to deduce them together! 

but. 

It took a long time, and the four of them did not find the exact location of the Infinity. 

"how can that be!?" 

"Although the humanoid weapon has the Eight Evolution Stage, it is generally weaker than the Eight 

Stage Stage." 



"How could he escape a trillion light years in such a short time!?" 

"The exact location cannot be estimated at all, I only know that it is in the direction of the Tianmen 

Continent." 

"Could it be that they are from the Celestial Continent, or are they allied with the Celestial Continent?" 

"In any case, they are our enemies. In a short time, they have become stronger." 

"..." 

Surprised thoughts appeared in the minds of the four people including Bai Lian. 

However, that's all. 

In the eyes of these four Jiuyan Taichu, Wuyin is just an ant that can be killed by one finger. 

Not to mention that there is still a half-step eternal powerhouse Mi Ling Buddha sitting in Tianmi 

Continent. 

In the eyes of everyone, the Boundless could also make a little wave, which still has no effect on the 

overall situation. 

"Next, follow the Buddha's instructions and strengthen some precautions." 

"The four of us guard the Tianmi Continent together. If they dare to appear, they will surely kill it!!" 

Bai Lian spoke faintly, the light in his eyes gradually calmed down, and there was no more waves. 

Whirling, Bliss and Ruohai also nodded gently. 

Immediately after. 

Everyone anchored the coordinates of the Tianzutong in the Tianmi Continent, and used the subtle 

Dharma and supernatural powers to return to the Tianmi Continent! 

at the same time. 

In the Heavenly Continent 

Su Lang, who successfully intercepted Monk Kongchan and others, drove the Infinity, staying above a 

red mountain range. 

"These pills help restore energy and blood." 

"Also, it can help you to improve some of your strengths. Accept it all." 

Su Lang's voice came to everyone's ears. 

Immediately after. 

A large number of medicinal pills appeared in the parts space, in front of a strong man. 

See the pill in front of me. 



Everyone was surprised! 

Although in the battle, Su Lang also gave them a pill to restore energy. 

But at this time Su Lang gave far more pills than before! 

Even a supreme emperor of Jiudu has received a large amount of quasi-primary perfect quality 

medicine! 

For cultivation, to enhance the spirit and soul, to enhance the strength of the body, to restore and 

heal... everything! 

Chapter 2015: The whole family of witches go 

The most ecstatic of them. 

Wu Yu Yingwa is a strong man of the Wu clan. 

They are not good at alchemy. 

The general too-primary pill are very rare. 

At this moment, I suddenly got so many too primary medicines, and they were of perfect quality, how 

could we not be ecstatic? 

"Subordinates thank the great infinite Emperor Su Lang for the gift!!" 

"Thanks to your majesty Su Lang!" 

"..." 

One by one, the strong, quasi-prime, and supreme emperor knelt down and thanked Su Lang for his 

generous gift. 

"This is just the beginning!" 

"There will be more in the future!" 

Su Lang's voice with a smile came into everyone's ears, "Now, everyone is leaving the Boundless, let's 

go!" 

The voice fell off. 

Everyone felt a slight repulsive force. 

Immediately, everyone broke away from the parts of the Infinity as if sailing along the water, floating in 

the sky one after another. 

Immediately after. 

Everyone saw the Boundless number slowly shrinking. 

Finally disappeared in Su Lang's palm! 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 
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"The subordinate feels that the opportunity for breakthrough has arrived!" 

Suddenly, Qin Song saluted Su Lang, his face full of surprise. 

"Subordinates too!" 

"Experiencing the power of Bayan Realm many times is like seeing the road ahead clearly in advance." 

Jiang Wenzheng also nodded immediately, "Therefore, his subordinates also have some understanding 

and can break through!" 

Not only the two of them. 

Bi Tongguang, Zhuge Zhenduo and others also expressed that they are about to break through. 

Among them, there are even the six evolving realm powerhouses among the witches! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Unexpectedly, letting you station in the Infinity, there will be such an effect!" 

"Okay, let's make breakthroughs. In the future, I will definitely let you experience higher levels of 

power!" 

Su Lang was also overjoyed and asked everyone to make a breakthrough. 

If Qin Song and other early powers break through, the overall strength of the Tianmen Continent will 

rise again. 

When the time comes to station in the Infinite, the strength of the Infinite will also be greatly improved. 

"Yes, your majesty Su Lang!" 

Qin Song and others immediately left, returned to their own cave via the Internet, and immediately 

began to retreat! 

Yan Xingxing and others returned to Su Lang's Dantian universe one after another, practicing on the blue 

star. 

The rest of the strong, quasi-prime and supreme emperors also left and returned to their posts. 

At last. 

Only Yingwa and other powerful Wu clan have not left. 

"Why don't you leave?" 

Su Lang looked at Ying Wa and the others with a smile on his face. 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

"I think there is no need for the Wu Clan to consider it anymore!" 

"Therefore, on behalf of all the members of the Wu Clan, I request to join the Tianmen Continent, fight 

for His Majesty Su Lang, and fight for the boundless universe!" 



Ying Wa knelt down facing Su Lang respectfully. 

The other powerful witches also knelt down, showing admiration. 

Under the leadership of Su Lang, they participated in two operations against Tianmi Continent, and they 

succeeded both times! 

Even one of them escaped from the golden figure of Buddha Mi Ling! 

Until now, they are still very excited and excited by the victory of these two operations! 

If it depends on themselves. 

I don't know how many years it will take to get out of the Tianmen Continent. 

I don't know how many years it will take to have the initial strength to deal with Tianmi Continent. 

But following Su Lang, they completed their needs in just one day 

and. 

Under Su Lang's men, they had gained huge benefits in just half a day. 

Those pills alone are enough to save them countless years of practice. 

Not to mention that through the Boundless, they can experience higher levels of power in advance, so 

that they can break through more easily! 

"well!" 

"You are welcome to join, Ying Wa, Ji Xin, Ni Jin, Congshi..." 

Su Lang smiled brightly, and then read the real names of everyone one by one. 

This hand. 

When everyone was flattered, my heart was also extremely shocked. 

Being able to call out their real names casually, Su Lang's methods are really unfathomable, far from the 

realm of Second Development on the surface! 

So far. 

The early powerhouses of the Wu tribe joined the Tianmen Continent one after another, becoming the 

powerhouses under Su Lang. 

of course. 

And everyone from the Wu Clan, even the vast continent where the Wu Clan is located! 

Su Lang is also very interested in the population and land of the Wu people. 

There are countless worlds in his crystal wall system, which just happen to need a large number of 

planets, continents and population to fill. 



Chapter 2016: Special leverage 

At this time. 

"Now you have also joined my subordinates." 

Su Lang looked around at the primordial powers who were kneeling in the ground, and smiled slightly, 

"You don't need to hand over those privileged terminals to me. You can use the exchange building 

normally." 

"Yes!" 

"Thank you, your majesty Su Lang!" 

Ying Wa and others were overjoyed, but they coveted the treasures in the exchange building! 

and. 

They found that Su Lang did not ask for treasures from them. He was simply the best benefactor in the 

world! 

"Ok!" 

Su Lang smiled and nodded, and asked, "By the way, how long will it take for the people you send to 

cultivate ten thousand realms to arrive?" 

"This!" 

Ying Wa replied, "I guess it will take three days at the earliest!" 

Three days. 

For the Primordial Realm, it is actually very short. 

It takes many years for the general Emperor Wu to take a nap, let alone the beginning! 

But for Su Lang, it's been a long time! 

"such!" 

"You tell me the coordinates of the realm of cultivation, and I will send a clone to visit!" 

"In addition, the Wu Clan Continent will also join the Tianmen Continent to share the spiritual Internet 

and transportation network to accelerate development!" 

"You go to exchange the treasure now, I will go to you after I have handled some things, and go to the 

Wu Clan Continent with you!" 

After Su Lang thought about it, he said to the others. 

"Yes!" 

"Your Majesty Su Lang!" 

Yingwa and others naturally agreed happily. 
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They openly appeared in the boundless universe, and the Wu Clan mainland was already in danger of 

exposure. 

Joining Tianmen Continent at this time can not only ensure a greater degree of safety, but also 

accelerate development. It is simply the best choice! 

In addition. 

What makes them even more happy is that they can use the exchange house! 

When they think of the countless treasures in the exchange building, they are overwhelmed with 

excitement. 

Next. 

Ying Wa and the others retired one after another, and then went directly to the exchange building. 

Immediately, they took out most of their net worth and madly exchanged the items they needed. 

In fact, Su Lang has been paying attention to them. 

They have ruled the Wu Clan mainland for so long one by one, and their wealth is extremely rich. 

At this time, all kinds of treasures are urgently needed, so Su Lang naturally treats them as a ‘big 

customer’! 

For example, what Yingwa and others want, but the exchange building does not have. 

Once they leave the desired item, Su Lang will immediately try to synthesize and then sell it to them! 

Because the item description is also left when leaving the desired item, the chance of Su Lang synthesis 

is quite high! 

Basically, for the ten objects that Yingwa and others wanted, Su Lang could synthesize eight of them. 

quickly. 

Ying Wa and others exchanged most of their wealth for a huge amount of treasures. 

For example, all kinds of too low-level pills, materials, and even too low-level weapons! 

He even used his own exercises to exchange the original exercises that Su Lang had thrown in the 

warehouse to eat ashes. 

And because the exchange building preferentially uses energy spars such as Xianyuan Diyuan as the 

settlement currency. 

Therefore, almost all the various "currencies" on Ying Wa and others entered Su Lang's storage space 

through the exchange building. 

After the exchange is complete. 

Ying Wa and other powerful witches left the exchange building with satisfaction. 

Then they found a place to start practicing, waiting for Su Lang to find them. 



And Su Lang also took his gaze away from Ying Wa and the others. 

The emperor sources obtained from them alone have a full 85,000 superior emperor sources, which is 

equivalent to 8.5 cosmic sources! 

In addition, there are a large number of natural treasures, medicines, weapons, formations, and 

exercises with the characteristics of the Wu clan! 

Because the Wu clan has developed a special "leverage" profound meaning. 

Most of these pill weapon formations and exercises have this characteristic. 

That is to use a lower ‘cost’ to exert greater power! 

Among them is a Wu Clan exercise called "World Heavenly Witch Fulcrum", which can increase the 

power of the universe by ten times a hundred times! 

"My life universe, whether it is quantity or quality, is far superior to the same level!" 

"If you can take advantage of the profound meaning of this "World Heavenly Witch Fulcrum" exercise 

method, you will be able to exert incredible power!" 

"Usually, this exercise requires the blood of the witch clan to cultivate, but I have a melting pot of ten 

thousand methods, and I ignore the threshold of all exercises!" 

"When I finish my "The Hao Ri Yan Yue Tu", I will practice this "World Heavenly Witch Fulcrum"!" 

Su Lang thought silently, his eyes fell into the storage space again. 

Chapter 2017: Thirty-three universe origin 

There is a huge amount of wealth accumulated inside. 

It was collected from Monk Kongchan and others. 

There are also various items that Yingwa and others brought out when they exchanged treasures! 

"system!" 

"Give me all the Xianyuan Diyuan deposits into the balance!" 

A gleam of excitement flashed in Su Lang's eyes, even after he gave an order! 

"Ding! Saved, the current balance is 33 Universe Origin!" 

"hiss!!" 

"Thirty-three full universe origins!" 

"The last time I went out was close to the seven universe origins. This time I harvested 26!" 

Su Lang couldn't help but outline an excited smile. 

With these 33 universe origins, system functions can be upgraded again! 
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"system!" 

"Improve one-key training, one-key martial arts and clone dispatch functions for me!" 

Su Lang rubbed his hands in excitement and gave instructions again. 

"Ding! Consumes 10 universe origins, the one-key training function is upgraded to level 49, and the 

training speed is increased to 75,080 trillion times the speed of the basic training without lack of 

qualifications!" 

"Ding! Consumes 10 universe origins, the one-click martial arts function is upgraded to level 49, and the 

training speed is increased to 750 trillion times the speed of the basic training without lack of aptitude!" 

"Ding! Consumes 10 universe origins, the clone dispatch function is upgraded to level 48, the number of 

clones is +1, the current number of clones is 48, the number of clones is 48, and the number of twins is 

48!" 

After three system prompts. 

Su Lang's balance returned to the pitiful three yuan again. 

Oh no, it is the three origins of the universe. 

But compared to paying, Su Lang's gain is terrifying! 

Cultivation speed increased by 37540 trillion times! 

The speed of martial arts has increased by 375 trillion times! 

When the nine hearts are back together, the speed of martial arts will reach 6,750 trillion times! 

The total number of clones reached 144, and after using Baiying clones it reached 14,400! 

"What the hell!" 

"With the current cultivation speed, one can complete the accumulation of a mortal's cultivation to the 

quasi-primary beginning realm in one second!" 

"The speed of martial arts training is also explosive. With such a terrifying speed, it only takes an hour to 

practice the too basic exercises to the founding level!" 

"Abnormal, it's so perverted, and these two system functions will soon be level 50. I don't know what 

kind of super-abnormal bonus features will be available at level 50!!" 

Su Lang looked at the busy cultivating villain and the martial arts villain, with extremely strong 

expectations in his eyes. 

Immediately after. 

His eyes fell on those genius treasures, finished medicines, finished weapons! 

Kong Chan and others have been domineering in the major star regions of Tianmi Continent and the 

Infinite Universe for billions of years, and they have collected far more treasures than Jiang Wenzheng 

and the others! 



"system!" 

"Disassemble all the locked items for me!" 

A gleam of light flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and he directly gave instructions. 

Suddenly! 

One by one is very cherished by others, but for Su Lang, the finished pill of very **** quality has all 

become raw materials! 

A powerful super-primary weapon, quasi-primary weapon and Supreme Emperor's weapon, all 

collapsed silently and restored into countless refining materials! 

Almost instantly! 

In Su Lang's storage space, there are many more continents formed by the gathering of heaven, material 

and earth treasures! 

Picking up a stone casually above is a godless treasure! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"With so many materials, my baby Xiaoyou can evolve and improve again!" 

Su Lang smiled, and immediately took out the Youtian Sword! 

"the host!" 

"Xiaoyou is going to get stronger again, right?" 

"This must be a reward for Xiaoyou for killing 39 enemies, right?" 

Qi Ling Xiaoyou flew out of the long sword and hung directly on Su Lang's neck, her beautiful eyes full of 

bright brilliance. 

"Yes Yes Yes!" 

"Xiaoyou is the best, I will reward you now!" 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly, stretched out his hand and squeezed Xiaoyou's pink face. 

"But~!" 

"Just to enhance Xiaoyou's power, Xiaoyou can't be satisfied!" 

The corner of Xiaoyou's mouth bends, her arms are tightened, and a trace of cunning flashes in her 

beautiful eyes! 

Chapter 2018: The Youtian Sword approaching Wuyan Realm 

"what?" 

"Then how can you be satisfied?" 
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Su Lang raised his eyebrows and looked at Xiao You who was hanging on him with a playful look. 

"the host!" 

"Don't you understand?" 

Xiaoyou's face flushed, "Of course...Of course..." 

"Of course what?" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, this little you skin is terrible, and he definitely wanted to tease him this time. 

"Yes Yes..." 

"Let Xiaoyou have a bite..." 

Xiaoyou blushed, unable to tell for a long time, and finally he bit Su Lang on the face. 

"lighter!" 

"Don't use teeth!" 

Su Lang was bitten and his whole body trembled, "You are close to the Siyan level, and the bite is very 

painful!" 

"Ah oh~" 

"understood!" 

Xiaoyou nodded, but bite harder. 

He didn't let go of his mouth until he left a purple-red purple tooth mark on Su Lang's face. 

"Satisfied!" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes to look at Xiaoyou, his face was speechless. 

"not yet!" 

Xiaoyou also rolled her eyes to look at Su Lang, her mouth puffed up. 

"cough!" 

Su Lang coughed slightly, "Do business, do business, it's time for you to evolve!" 

"Ok." 

"Thank you Master!" 

Xiaoyou smiled, and then reached out and rubbed the tooth marks on Su Lang's face. 

"Don't get into the habit..." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded Xiaoyou's forehead, "Go back to the main body!" 

"Ok!" 



Xiaoyou nodded obediently, and then flew back into the body. 

Immediately after. 

"system!" 

"Only retain the current characteristics, evolve the Youtian Sword!" 

With a thought, Su Lang gave instructions to the system. 

Suddenly! 

Countless materials in the storage space disappeared. 

A long system reminder immediately echoed through my mind! 

"Ding! Consume the Soul of the Beginning*10, the Elementary Material Ningtian Mingxin*500, the 

Haoxing Meteorite Core*500, the evil star taking Sunda Jade*1000, Liaoyuan Steel Lishi*2000, Qimu 

Ruyi Jade*2000. ..... Godless Grade Material: Godless Soul*3000000...The Youtian Sword has evolved 

into a Sanyan Taichu weapon!" 

Suddenly. 

A deep brilliance flashed from the body of Youtian Sword. 

Immediately after. 

An incomparably vast and powerful momentum erupted from the Youtian Sword! 

The Youtian Sword, which has reached the level of the three generations and has undergone eight 

enhancements, already possesses the power of infinitely approaching the primordial stage of the five 

generations! 

"It's almost half a step and five weapons!" 

"Cooperating with my broken sword and other secret techniques, it is not surprising that the power of 

the five evolving realms can be exerted!" 

Su Lang held the Youtian Sword, a flash of excitement flashed in his eyes. 

And Xiaoyou, who was promoted to the level of Sanyan, was obviously very happy too. The pupils of the 

sword grid turned around, especially agile! 

"Wait until next time, I will strengthen it for you!" 

Su Lang raised the Youtian Sword and gently stroked the blade with his left hand, Xiao You suddenly 

became even happier. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang put the Youtian Sword on his head. 

The Youtian Sword suddenly turned into a hairpin, and automatically helped Su Lang to pull his long hair 

into a bun. 



"Weapon including Youtian Sword is enough for the time being." 

"Compared with Wuyin's weapons, such as the Godless Dragon Terrace, Heavenly Shield, and Bright 

Sword, the evolutionary gains will be smaller, so you can slow down for a while." 

Su Lang touched his chin for some thought, and immediately decided to prioritize evolution and 

strengthen the Boundless. 

If the materials are sufficient, then evolve weapons such as Godless Dragon Platform. 

After all, Boundless could gather the power of 120,000 strong people. 

The benefit of upgrading Infinity is even greater! 

After making a decision. 

Su Lang took the Wuyin out of the storage space and placed it on the ground. 

Suddenly. 

An indomitable super humanoid weapon appeared in front of you, just one leg is like a boundless 

Tianfeng! 

"system!" 

"Start the weapon evolution function!" 

"Only retain the current characteristics, the evolution is boundless!" 

Su Lang locked the Wuyin with his spiritual mind and directly issued the system command! 

"Ding! Consuming Godless Soul*8000000, the Soul of the Great Emperor*... Godless Grade material 

Yunlangmianyuanyu*100000, Nixia Lingtianji*100000...The Wuyin has evolved successfully! " 

The system prompt appears. 

Countless materials in the storage space disappeared out of thin air instantly! 

The Godless Soul alone consumed a full eight million copies! 

It should be known that when the Youtian Sword evolved to the Quasi-primary Beginning level, it only 

consumed more than one million Godless Souls! 

This can be seen. 

Evolving together with 120,000 parts of Infinity, it is simply a terrifying'golden swallowing beast'! 

Chapter 2019: Qiyanjing Boundless 

of course! 

After the evolution is complete. 

The promotion of Boundless is just as terrifying. 
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Of the 120,000 quasi-tai elementary parts, 60,000 of them have been strengthened four times and 

60,000 have been strengthened five times. 

Each part has more power than ordinary quasi-primary weapons. 

The 120,000 parts complement each other and combine to make the Infinity's conventional power level 

reach the Qiyan Taichu realm! 

Directly promoted two too elementary levels! 

and. 

Su Lang's promotion of the Infinite is still endless. 

"system!" 

"Use designated materials to strengthen the designated target once!" 

Su Lang selected 60,000 parts to be strengthened four times and issued the order again! 

Suddenly. 

Countless materials disappear again! 

The selected 60,000 parts have all completed the fifth enhancement! 

So far, all parts have been strengthened five times. 

The rank of Wuyin has also risen again, and its regular strength has reached the level of the strong of 

Qiyan Tai Junior High! 

"If we subdivide the Taichu realm into junior high and late." 

"The Infinity at this time has reached the realm of the middle stage of the Qi Yan!" 

"Such a powerful basic strength, after entering the martial arts, will definitely get a huge improvement 

again, at least it can reach the realm of nine generations!" 

"However, it is only a conventional power. The control of time rules, the quality of the twisting power, 

and energy reserves are too weak!" 

"With my current ruling power, the 120,000 strongest can station in the Infinity, at most they can only 

perform half a trick..." 

"I intercepted and killed Monk Kongchan and others, and caused the Tianmi Continent to lose a full 82 

of Taichu. They will not give up." 

"In order to better deal with Tianmi Continent, we still have to improve the strength of ourselves and 

the subordinates as soon as possible!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and immediately checked the materials in the storage space. 

Evolving Youtian Sword and Infinity consumes a lot of materials. 

But this time, a total of thirty-nine powerhouses of the Primordial Realm were killed. 



Moreover, they are the early powerhouses of Tianmi Continent, all fat and oily! 

Just a very basic weapon, it disassembled 33 handles! 

In addition, it also disassembled a large number of quasi-primordial weapons and the Supreme 

Emperor's soldiers, and there are many ready-made materials! 

"system!" 

"Give me the evolution of the eight-sided shield! Godless Dragon Terrace! Bright Sword! Luoyou Mirror! 

Construct the Moon Nest!" 

Su Lang moved in his heart and gave instructions to the system. 

"Ding! Consume the Soul of the Beginning*5, the elementary material Ziyun Qiyao Jing*300, Dingtian 

Returning One Jade*500, Guishui Green Sunda*1000... Godless Grade Material: Godless Soul*1300000 

...The eight-sided shield of Tianjia has evolved into a weapon of Sanyan Taichu!" 

"Ding! Consume the Soul of the Beginning*5..." 

"Ding!......" 

The system prompt keeps ringing! 

Countless materials disappeared. 

Weapons such as the Heavenly Eight-Edged Shield have been evolved to the Sanyan Primordial Stage! 

In addition, each weapon has reached the current limit of eight enhancements. 

therefore. 

The true level of all weapons has exceeded the Siyan level! 

"The materials are almost consumed." 

"If you can strengthen it once more, you can strengthen it again." 

"Unfortunately, all of them have reached the upper limit of eight times, and the enhancement function 

requires ten Universe Origins to be upgraded." 

Su Lang pondered silently, his gaze shifted to the classics of the Dao Qi Dao of the Alchemy Array and 

some of the remaining materials. 

After killing Kong Chan and the others, not all of the classics of the alchemy formation were related to 

Buddhism. 

Because they have searched too many classics of cultivation and civilization. 

It can even be said that after the Battle of Infinity Realm, they inherited the most wealth of the Infinity 

Realm. 

There are more than a thousand kinds of formations in the Array Dao classics alone! 

Among them, there is the "Time Slaughter Array" of the Jiuyan Primordial Realm. 



There is even a half-step eternal-level formation "Qian Kun Shaohua four swords to kill prison 

formation!" 

Except besides. 

There are nine formations in the Bayan Primordial Realm, and there are more below the Qiyan! 

"So many formations!" 

"If you can arrange all of them and cast them into a combined formation, you will be able to reach the 

invincible level below the eternal realm!" 

"Unfortunately, the formations are powerful, but I don't have enough materials to arrange these 

formations." 

Su Lang looked at that kind of powerful formation, a trace of regret flashed in his eyes. 

Chapter 2020: Thirty-nine primordial life universe 

The formation of the half-step eternal state and the nine-yan primordial stage was too advanced. 

There are too many heaven, material and earth treasures needed for the formation, and they are too 

cherished. 

It is estimated that the materials of that level have been searched by Emperor Yuanmingzhou a long 

time ago, and even the Mi Ling bald donkey could not produce much. 

And if these materials were synthesized, I don't know how many heavenly materials and earth treasures 

it would take to complete one piece. 

For the current Su Lang, it simply cannot afford it. 

but. 

Su Lang's eyes soon became brighter. 

Except for those incredible formations. 

Isn't there some more low-level formations? 

These are too elementary formations, if you tighten your belt, Su Lang consciously can still arrange 

some. 

"After accepting the Wu Clan Continent and Cultivation Ten Thousand Realms, I will get a little more 

material, so I will add these formations to the Tianmen Continent United Formation." 

"Now, let's take a look at those pill classics and refine those alchemy materials into more pills!" 

Su Lang's eyes flickered, and then he began to look through the alchemy classics. 

have to say. 

The level of the alchemy books owned by Kong Chan and others is high. 

Among them, there is a pill of Jiuyan Realm-"Taichu Destiny Pill"! 
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This pill has only one effect, and that is to resurrect the strong man who died soon! 

Rely on the super abnormal time countercurrent force. 

After taking the Jiuyan Prime Beginning Realm and the warriors under it, they can resurrect with full 

blood on the spot! 

This is much more powerful than Su Lang's'corpse soil source soul reincarnation technique'. 

Of course. 

In the face of Su Lang's "perfect plundering" function, it will definitely fail. 

The things snatched by the perfect looting are stored in the infinite storage space, and even the power 

of time cannot be taken back! 

In addition to the Taichu Deming Pill, there are many time-related pills. 

For example, the pill that relies on the power of time to accelerate cultivation, the pill that relies on the 

power of time to restore, and body forging, and so on. 

And these medicinal pills need too many materials to be abnormal. 

Moreover, the refining methods are very obscure and difficult, and the general too junior alchemy 

masters simply cannot refining. 

Even if it can be refined, it is mostly a pill of very low quality. 

"These elixirs are of little use to me at the moment." 

"However, if you are prepared for it, if you have the material, you can still refine it for use, in case you 

need it someday!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, and soon after he finished studying all the alchemy classics, he 

began to refine the pill. 

Suddenly! 

A large number of pills appeared in the storage space like jelly beans! 

There are many elixirs that are too elementary. 

There are even more pills of the Supreme Emperor! 

"These supreme emperor-level pills will be temporarily hung in the exchange building." 

Su Lang thought of it, and a list of medicinal pills was immediately sorted out. 

The avatar of Baiying who guarded the exchange building was added to the catalog of exchangeable 

materials. 

Finish it all. 

The harvest of Diyuan and Alchemy Array Dao Qi Dao has been counted. 



But the benefits from Kong Chan and others are far more than these. 

Their life universe alone is unimaginable wealth! 

"Thirty-nine from the beginning!" 

"Thirty-nine semi-independent life universes, I don't know how many treasures there are, how many 

powerful creatures can be bred!" 

"Moreover, in these primordial life universes, a very mature warrior branch civilization must have been 

developed, and there may be merits." 

Su Lang thought, and thirty-nine fist-sized bright **** appeared in front of him. 

They float up and down in the sky, slowly rotating, as if forming a small galaxy. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang used time and space means to tear apart the barriers of the universe of primary life. 

Divine mind penetrated into it. 

Then I saw a huge planet! 

The overall strength of Kong Chan and others is much stronger than that of Zhong Biezhu and others. 

As a result, their planet of life is even larger, and the treasures and energies contained in them are 

countless times stronger. 

and. 

Kong Chan and others were solidified by Su Lang with time, and they couldn't explode desperately until 

they died. 

So the creatures in their universe are almost intact! 

 


